
 

Researchers determine large numbers of wild
mountain goats are killed every year by
avalanches
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Avalanche mortality across populations. a Map depicting locations where radio-
marked mountain goats died in avalanches during 2005–2022 in four study areas
in southeastern Alaska. b The proportion of collared mountain goats that died
from avalanches (n = 93) vs. non-avalanche related causes (n = 165) by study
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area and summarized across the region. Credit: Communications Biology (2024).
DOI: 10.1038/s42003-024-06073-0

A multi-institutional team of animal behaviorists, snow impact
specialists and biologists from Alaska, Montana, Switzerland and Canada
has found that large numbers of wild mountain goats die every year in
Alaska due to avalanches. For their study, the group tagged hundreds of
wild mountain goats over 17 years across Alaska. Their findings are 
published in the journal Communications Biology.

An avalanche occurs when snow resting on a sloped part of a mountain
suddenly slides downhill en masse. The force of the moving snow is far
too great for animals or humans to overcome. Victims in the path of an
avalanche can be killed by the impact of the snow, which crushes them,
or by being buried and unable to dig themselves out. In this new study,
the researchers noted that little work has addressed the impact of
avalanches on wild animals, particularly those that are suspected of being
most at risk, such as wild mountain goats.

Wild mountain goats are known for their risky behavior—they climb on
cliff faces, seemingly attempting to defy gravity. Prior research has
shown that they do so to evade predators and to lick the rocky cliff face
as a means of ingesting salts and other minerals. This behavior, the
researchers note, would seem to put the goats at risk of falling victim to
avalanches.

To investigate, the researchers captured, tagged and tracked 421 goats
over a 17-year period. When a goat stopped moving, indicating it had
died, the team went into the field to find out the reason. This way they
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were able to compare the number of deaths due to avalanches to deaths
by other means, such as predation, falling off cliff faces, or disease.

The research team found that death by avalanche was common for the
goats—in one region, it was responsible for 65% of deaths. They found
that overall, approximately 8% of all wild mountain goat deaths in
Alaska were due to avalanches—a percentage they describe as
significant.

  More information: Kevin S. White et al, Snow avalanches are a
primary climate-linked driver of mountain ungulate populations, 
Communications Biology (2024). DOI: 10.1038/s42003-024-06073-0
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